Celebrating Spring
Easter Bonbons
Twix, Snickers, 3 Musketeers and
Milky Way Minis transform beautifully
into delightful Easter treats.
DIY in no time with our no make just
decorate chocolate bonbons.
decorations include piped icing, candy wafers,
sprinkles, jelly beans and tiny bunnies

What’s Needed:
Minis Mix (3 Musketeers, Twix, Snickers, Milky Way)- Mars Wrigley Confections
Iddy Bitty Bunnies (14 oz package)- Russel Stover
Make’n Mold Candy Wafers (green or colour of choice)- Make’n Mold
Decorating Icing (white and pink)- Wilton
Sprinkles (green Jimmies, blue birds)- Wilton
Nonpareils (rainbow)- Cake Mate
Jelly Beans (tiny or small size)
Decorating Tips (#13 and #16) - Wilton
Decorating Couplers- Wilton
Parchment Paper- Reynolds KITCHEN
Food Safe Gloves
Shopping List:
s:

This is another one of those great craft projects that
can be made several ways. We choose these particular
products to design our Easter bonbons and encourage
you create a signature flavor for your own.
Note: if using the Wilton Decorating
Icing, the Wilton tips and couplers fit
on the end of the icing tube making
piping super easy and clean up a breeze,
even for beginners!

How To Make Twix Nonpareils
s:
1
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1-Remove Twix Minis from wrappers.
2- Place 15 to 20 candy wafers in a
microwaveable bowl. Follow melting
instructions on wafer package.
Note- The number of wafers to melt will
depend on the amount of Twix being dipped.
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3- Stir melted wafers to smooth out. If
mixture is hot, let cool a few minutes so
chocolate won’t melt while being dipped.
4- Hold Twix mini so bottom is exposed.
The object is to just cover the bottom
and slightly over the edge.
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5- Dip Twix in melted green wafers. If
using a small amount of melted wafers
Twix can sit in the melted mix.
6- Pick the Twix mini up carefully, hold in
place to allow excess melt to drip off.
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7- Place dipped bottom in a container of
nonpareils. Let rest a few seconds. Pick
Twix mini up and place on a piece of
parchment paper.
8- Continue dipping Twix minis. Let set till
melt hardens, about 10 to 15 minutes.
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9- Using white decorating icing and the
#16 tip, pipe a single white star in the
center of each Twix mini.
10- Icing will become firm but can be
smashed down if crushed.
Store till needed.

How To Make A Galaxy Nest
s:

1a- Remove Milky Way minis from
wrappers.

1a

2a

2a. See step 1 above for melting instructions.
Stir melted wafers to smooth out. If
mixture is hot let cool a few minutes so
chocolate won’t melt while being dipped.
3a- Hold the Milky Way Mini by the
bottom as the top will be dipped.

3a

4a

4a- Dip in melted green wafers. If using a
small amount of melted wafers Milky
Way can sit in the melted. mix.

5a- Lift the Milky Way out of the melt.
Turn top side up so melt creates a soft
peek design on top.
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6a- Place dipped Milky Ways on a piece
of parchment paper.

7a- Sprinkle green Jimmies lightly on top
of the green melt to create a grassy nest .
8a- Dip the bottom of a blue bird candy
piece into the green melt.
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9a- Place bird in the center of the Milky
Way. Hold in place a few seconds so melt
can set.
10a- Let pieces set till melt becomes firm.
Store till in need.
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How To Make Snicker Bunnies
1b-Remove the Snickers minis from the
wrappers.

s:

2b-Using the #13 tip and pink decorating
icing pipe 3 small stars on each side of
the Snickers (hold Snickers between two

1b
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fingers to pipe stars).
Note: Be creative, there is so much opportunity
for decorative piping.

3b- Using the # 16 tip and white
decorating icing pipe a star in the center.

3b

4b

4b- Set an Iddy Bitty Bunny in the center
of the icing star. Hold in place a few
seconds. Store till needed.

How To Make Aramis Beans
s:

1c- Remove the 3 Musketeers minis from
the wrappers.
2c- Using the #13 tip and white
decorating icing pipe five stars on top
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(one star in each corner and one star in the
center).

3c- Sprinkle a few green Jimmies around
the center star for grass.
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4c- Finish by piping a star in the center of
a jelly bean. Set the jelly bean (piped star
side down) on top of the 3 Musketeer.
Press down lightly. Let set till icing
becomes firm. Store till needed.
Easter bonbons are simply the
cutest and look fantastic when
served or given as a gift.

See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

